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Chairman’s 
Introduction
2015 marks Scottish Gymnastics 125th 

Anniversary. When milestones like this come around, it provides a 

strong focus for reflection, for consideration of the origins of our sport 

and the significant contributions made by our predecessors. 

The best compliment we can pay to those who 

have worked tirelessly to help create what we 

have today, is to look to the future, to seek to 

improve in all areas and to deliver enhanced 

services to meet the needs of our membership.

We need to ensure that we adapt and modernise 

whilst remaining true to the spirit and culture 

which is the essence of our sport in Scotland. 

Our own continuous development reflects the 

increasing pace of change in society and our 

role as a governing body of sport will no doubt 

continue to evolve in the years to come. On the 

surface we may appear to be very different to 

the Association which was formed 125 years ago, 

but at our core we hold a clear commitment to 

maintain our focus as a club based association. 

With strong clubs at our core we can hope to 

achieve our World Class ambition. 

Before we look back in more detail at the 

achievements of the last year, I must first of all 

congratulate all of those involved in delivering 

Scottish Gymnastics best ever Commonwealth 

Games results in Glasgow last year. All of 

our participants performed with distinction, 

spurred on by the wonderful support provided 

by an appropriately partisan home audience. 

I am certain the performances of all of our 

gymnasts will have provided inspiration to a new 

generation of gymnastics fans and participants. 

To complement our record breaking 

performance on the podium, 2015 has seen some 

major changes within the association; a new 

strategy, a new joint membership agreement 

with British Gymnastics and major changes to 

both staffing structure and personnel. 

The finalisation of the 2015-2027 strategy is an 

important milestone, delivering a new vision for 

the association. Importantly, funding has been 

secured from sportscotland for the first 4 year 

term. Setting out a framework for development 

which allows Scottish Gymnastics to provide 

support to clubs, gymnasts, coaches and officials 

to achieve their ambitions is the fundamental 

premise of the plan.  

In time for the 2015/16 membership year, we have 

also been able to negotiate a dual membership 

agreement with British Gymnastics for the 

benefit of our member clubs. We will start to 

see immediate benefits with full access for all 

members to a range of new products and services.

In order to align our operational activities more 

fully with the strategy, there have been some 

changes to our organisational structure. Over 

the last year we have seen a new management 

team take shape. Euan Lowe took over as Chief 

Executive from Brian Samson last September and 

he is supported in his efforts by Sam Langstaff 

(Head of Performance, Pathways and Education) 

and Steve Paige (Head of Development). The 

new structure and staff teams will no doubt take 

a little time to bed down, but with our support, 

I’m certain they will make a big impact over the 

coming years.

In summary, I look forward with some confidence 

in the knowledge that Scottish Gymnastics is in 

a more solid position than it has been for some 

years, ready to take advantage of major events 

such as the World Championships, which once 

again will bring the focus of the gymnastics world 

to Glasgow later this year. I’m sure it will be a 

fabulous event and act as a further catalyst for 

the development of our sport. Hopefully many of 

you will be able to attend what I’m sure will be a 

truly memorable event.

Scott Harper 
Chairman
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Ceo’s Report
I am delighted to report on another successful year for 

gymnastics in Scotland. I joined Scottish Gymnastics in 

September at an extremely exciting period for our sport.

2014/15 was the final year in our current strategy 

and we have made significant progress as we plan 

towards our new strategic cycle. 

On the field of play, the Glasgow 2014 

Commonwealth Games were our most successful 

ever, winning 5 medals. Our Women’s Artistic 

team equalled our greatest ever finish at a 

Commonwealth Games, 5th and we fielded our 

first Rhythmic gymnastics team since Kuala 

Lumpar 1998. The performances of each of 

our thirteen Team Scotland gymnasts will be 

remembered for a generation. 

Scottish gymnasts continued to perform on the 

world stage, Daniel Keatings and Daniel Purvis 

both represented Great Britain at the 2014 

European and World Championships. Trampoline 

gymnast Pamela Clark won European team gold 

in April at the 2014 European Championships 

and finished 17th at the World Trampolining 

Championships in October. 

There was further success for our Trampoline and 

Acrobatic gymnasts who won the Home Nations 

and Celtic Cup titles respectively. Furthermore a 

number of Scottish gymnasts continue to excel as 

part of the Great Britain performance pathway.

Gymnastics in Scotland continues to thrive. 

Membership has grown by 13% this year. 

Gymnastics development activity has focussed on 

working closely with and to better support clubs. 

Activity supports clubs to operate more like 

businesses, create business plans and has helped 

secure over 100k of funding towards areas such 

as facilities and equipment. 

Organisationally much of our work this year 

has focussed on completing our 2015-2027 

organisational strategy and four year business 

plan which staff will work towards. Our new 

strategy contains four key strategic areas, Clubs, 

People, Gymnasts and Corporate. The strategy 

puts clubs at the centre, and contains a series 

of strategic objectives designed to develop the 

people who can transform Scottish Gymnastics to 

better serve the needs of all Scottish gymnasts. 

Alongside this we reviewed our staffing structure 

and necessary changes to allow us to deliver the 

new strategy. 

Alongside our work to create our strategy we 

initiated the Technical Panel recruitment and 

reformation process to ensure we have the key 

volunteers with the expertise to advance our sport.  

Moving forward, our Technical Panels will play a 

more prominent role within our sport and will play a 

fundamental role in delivering the strategy. 

We also prepared and presented our four year funding 

bid to sportscotland our principal funding partner 

and I am delighted to announce we have secured 

four year investment to help fund our performance 

and development programmes moving forward. This 

finance is crucial as we strive to further invest in the 

development of gymnastics in Scotland.  

As an organisation we have made significant progress 

commercially to ensure the association is on a sound 

financial footing. We have delivered a surplus and 

commercial revenues continue to increase across a 

number of key business areas. We have also invested 

time developing policies and procedures to further 

strengthen our organisational governance. 

As part of our commitment to improving our 

communications infrastructure we launched a 

new website in July. We are already seeing the 

impact in this investment and an increased profile 

of gymnastics in Scotland. The number of unique 

visitors grew by 14% to 68,043 visits. 

I would like to finish by saying thank you to all of 

our clubs, members and volunteers in working 

hard to make the sport what it is. I look forward 

to working with you to deliver further success for 

gymnastics in Scotland.

I would also like to pay particular thanks to 

sportscotland and each of our sponsors whose 

support continues to make a significant contribution 

to the development of gymnastics in Scotland as the 

organisation moves into its 125th year. 

Euan Lowe 
CEO
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International 
Profile
It has been an extremely busy year for 

Scottish gymnasts on the international 

stage with some outstanding results 

achieved across the performance 

disciplines. Scotland took centre 

stage for a number of international 

competitions and Scotland was ready 

to perform. 

The Commonwealth Invitational in April 2014 acted 

as a selection and preparation event for our artistic 

gymnasts giving them the opportunity to achieve 

scores towards selection for the 2014 Commonwealth 

Games. Scotland took gold in both the Men’s and 

Women’s team event out of seven and five teams in the 

WAG and MAG competition respectively. Furthermore 

Scotland claimed a significant medal haul in both the 

Individual Apparatus and All Around finals. Scotland’s 

Emma White (City of Birmingham) winning the 

Women’s All Around title, Erin McLachlan (Diamonds 

GC) taking the silver, Daniel Illey (Exeter GC) winning 

the Men’s All Around event and teammate Adam Cox 

(City of Glasgow) claiming bronze in third. 

On the same weekend as the Commonwealth 

Invitational, Scotland hosted the 2014 Celtic Cup. 

This event offered both Junior and Minor gymnasts 

a great platform to compete alongside their senior 

counterparts. Both Scotland’s Men’s teams took the 

silver medal, with City of Glasgow’s Kerr McKie taking 

bronze All Around in the Minor competition. In the 

Women’s category the Minors took silver and the 

Juniors claimed bronze. 

In May 2014, the European Artistic Gymnastics 

Championships took place in Sofia, Bulgaria. Both 

Daniel Purvis and Daniel Keatings were selected in the 

5-strong Great British silver medal winning team. 

Daniel Purvis once again proved his position as one of 

the world’s best gymnasts winning the bronze medal in 

the individual floor final. 
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On 28th May 2014 the gymnasts who 

would represent Team Scotland at the 2014 

Commonwealth Games were announced. 

Thirteen gymnasts were selected to represent 

Team Scotland at Glasgow 2014. Men’s Artistic; 

Liam Davie (City of Glasgow GC), Adam Cox 

(City of Glasgow GC), Daniel Purvis (Southport 

YMCA), Frank Baines (Southport YMCA) and 

Daniel Keatings (Huntingdon Olympic). Women’s 

Artistic; Amy Regan, Carly Smith, Cara Kennedy 

(all City of Glasgow GC) Emma White (City of 

Birmingham) and Erin McLachlan (Diamonds 

GC). Rhythmic; Rebecca Bee (Beacon Rhythmic) 

Lauren Brash (West Lothian Rhythmic) and 

Vicky Clow (Pentland Rhythmic). 

The Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games were 

the most successful ever, Scotland claimed five 

medals our highest ever total at a Commonwealth 

Games; one men’s artistic team medal, one 

individual all around silver, two individual 

apparatus gold medals on pommel horse 

and parallel bars and a bronze on rings. Team 

Scotland’s women’s artistic gymnasts equalled 

their best ever finish, 5th and Scotland fielded the 

first Rhythmic team since Kuala Lumpar 1998. 

The Sainsbury’s UK School Games remains 

an important event in the artistic gymnastics 

calendar providing our gymnasts an excellent 

opportunity to compete against some of the 

UK’s best young talents. The performance of 

both the Men’s and Women’s teams was strong 

and both achieved success. 

The Scottish Men’s team won team silver, 

with Pavel Karnejenko (City of Glasgow GC) 

the highest scoring Scot in the All Around 

competition finishing in 6th place. Stephen 

Tonge (West Lothian AGC) had an excellent 

competition winning an individual apparatus 

bronze medal on both the Pommel Horse and 

Parallel Bars. Scotland’s women won a team 

bronze medal, with Louise McColgan (Largs GC) 

placing highest out of the Scottish team finishing 

in 6th position. 

In September, Scotland’s senior men travelled to 

Denmark to compete in the Northern European 

Championships. Tom Barnes (Tolworth GC) 

performed well qualifying for a number of 

individual apparatus finals and winning the 

bronze medal in the floor final.  

2014 was proving a busy year yet again at 

international level for Scotland’s Daniel Purvis 

and Daniel Keatings who in October, following 

the success at the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth 

games, were selected in the Great British 

men’s squad for the World Artistic Gymnastics 

Championships. Keatings had his sights set 

on the pommel horse finals, finishing 8th, with 

team mate Purvis placing 11th in the All Around 

competition.

Scotland claimed the 2014 Trampoline & DMT 

Home Nations for the first time, winning the title 

at Bells Sport Centre, Perth. The Home Nations 

tournament brings together gymnasts from 

Wales, Northern Ireland & Scotland to compete 

to be crowned home nations champion. Scotland 

delivered a number of excellent flights and 

passes to finish in first position with a score 

of 190.0, with Wales finishing in second and 

Northern Ireland third. Amongst some excellent 

displays, Scotland dominated the Trampoline 

Junior Boys, Junior Girls DMT and Synchro 

Junior Boys categories claiming all of the medal 

positions in these categories.

Scotland’s success on the World stage continued 

with trampolinist Pamela Clark having another 

successful year of competition. Pamela had a 

successful start as a senior gymnast, having been 

selected for the GB European Championships 
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team which won gold in Portugal in April. 

Pamela went on to represent Great Britain at the 

World Trampolining Championships in November 

2014 in Florida. Pamela delivered two solid 

routines giving her a combined score of 96.900 

and a 17th place finish, qualifying for the semi-

final. In spite of the outstanding performance 

she was narrowly squeezed out of the top 8, 

finishing in 9th place. 

The World Age Group Championships for 

Trampoline, Tumbling and DMT also took place 

in Florida with City of Edinburgh TC’s Caitlin 

O’Brien making her international debut for Great 

Britain in the DMT 15-16 Women’s category 

achieving a score of 51.800, finishing 21st. 

In December Scotland took a six strong team for 

the first time to the Cups de Arques tournament 

in France. On the first day of competition City 

of Glasgow gymnast Pavel Karnejenko scored 

his highest all around result of the year (74.050) 

to win bronze in the U14 competition. Pavel 

also earned qualification to all six individual 

apparatus finals, while team mate Joshua Lincoln 

(Bury GC) finished 4th all around and qualified 

for the pommel horse final.

Laura Jane Core (West Lothian Artistic GC) 

placed highest for Scotland in the girls age 

group 1 category, finishing 8th all around with a 

score of 45.500. A top 8 finish on floor, vault and 

bars ensured Laura Jane qualified for 3 out of 4 

apparatus finals. Teammate Megan Morrison 

(City of Glasgow), finished just behind her in 

9th place all around, qualifying for the vault 

final. In the age category 2 competition, both 

Sofia Ramzan (DGC2k) and Shannon Archer 

(City of Glasgow GC) competed well with 

Sofia placing 7th all around with a beam final 

qualification.

A further two Scottish medals were won during 

the apparatus finals. Pavel Karnejenko earned 

his 2nd bronze medal of the competition, this 

time on pommel horse, while Laura Jane Core 

took silver on floor. 

Frank Baines made his World Cup debut 

in December at the Emirates Arena, with a 

passionate Scottish crowd strongly behind 

him. He competed against 8 of the World’s 

best gymnasts, including the 2013 champion 

Oleg Verniaiev from Ukraine. Frank had a solid 

competition, his floor routine his stand out 

performance of that day, scoring an all around 

total of 84.332 for a well earned 5th place. 

The last representative event in the 2014/15 

competition calendar was the Acrobatic 

Celtic Cup competition which took place in 

Ireland in March 2015. The Scottish Acrobatic 

gymnasts yet again proved to the other home 

nations their strong form and preparation to 

successfully retain the Celtic Cup title for the 

third successive year in a row. 
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Performance 
Programme 

Men’s Artistic 
It has been another successful year for Men’s 

Artistic across the performance pathway with 

some significant achievements to mention. 

Building on the previous year, both attendances 

and performance level in the grades series of 

competition has experienced an increase year on 

year. From 2013 to 2014 there’s been an increase 

of 36% in gymnast numbers and 20% increase in 

club numbers competing at the annual grades 

qualifiers. In addition, the number of gymnasts 

successfully meeting the standard for selection 

to the British Finals has also increased by 36%. 

The results show a positive increase highlighted 

in a well-deserved bronze team medal and 

individual silver (Robbie Young) in the Level 1 

grades team.

The National Development Programme delivered 

five training camps this year in addition to 

an open summer camp for all men’s artistic 

clubs. The attendance levels were high with 

92 gymnasts enrolled and the majority of 

member clubs made use of the programme 

with performance development of coaches and 

gymnasts being the primary focus. The National 

Development Coach for British Gymnastics, 

Sam Hunter, supported the programme by 

coaching at the summer camp. By design, the 

series of training camps ran in conjunction with 

the grades competitions. This presented the 

opportunity to directly influence the technical 

coaching and planning process as well as 

integrate feedback and analysis of competition 

performances.

A series of club visits were made across the 

country to men’s artistic clubs which provided 

coaching assistance and coach development 

delivered by Andrew Webb (Sottish Gymnastics 

Talent Development Coach). These visits 

created collaboration, coach development and 

contributed to a strong pathway training focus.

The national squads continued to be led by 

Technical Advisor, Gheorge Predescu, delivering 

a programme of supported training for the 

eleven members of the performance squad, 

and the four members of the potential squad. 

Training continued at the National Sports Centre 

in Inverclyde until it’s closure for renovation 

post Commonwealth Games. Much of the squad 

focus was diverted to Commonwealth Games 

preparation. 

Gheorge’s expertise and technical knowledge 

was used to continue to educate and develop 

personal coaches working with gymnasts in the 

performance and potential squad programme. 

This knowledge was disseminated back to the 

club environments with personal coaches sharing 

knowledge and learning with their club coaches 

and gymnasts further down the pathway. 
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Women’s Artistic 
Similarly to the Men’s performance squads, much 

of the focus at the start of the 2014/15 year was 

diverted to Commonwealth Games preparation, 

under the direction of the National Coach Sandy 

Richardson, Choreographer Daniela Nanova 

and supported by personal coaches within the 

programme. 

Following the 2014 Commonwealth Games, a 

review of the performance programme took 

place. Scottish Gymnastics secured the expertise 

of Claire Starkey to take on the role of National 

Technical Advisor on a part-time basis. The new 

programme was designed with the following 

principles in mind; performance focussed, 

transparent, continuous improvement, coach 

focus, consistency and objectivity. Trials for the 

National Performance Programme took place 

in Dundee in January 2015 for gymnasts who 

met eligibility criteria. A pool of 25 gymnasts 

undertook physical and technical assessments to 

then identify a group of up 12 gymnasts to attend 

the first training camp of 2015. 

The new performance programme, will 

monitor the development and progress of the 

gymnasts who meet the eligibility criteria and 

reward gymnasts who demonstrate ongoing 

improvements and achieving targets set by 

Claire. Each training camp will invite up to 12 

gymnasts to attend with their personal coaches; 

sessions will take place across Scotland, the UK 

and Europe. The structure and format of sessions 

have changed, and will see longer training camps 

led by Claire Starkey and supported by Daniela 

Nanova (National Choreographer) with an 

emphasis on developing the technical expertise 

and confidence of all our personal coaches. 
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Rhythmic 
The performance programme for Rhythmic was 

made up of 12 gymnasts in the performance 

and potential squad attending monthly 

sessions at Fife College led by National Coach, 

Marion Sands, to help the gymnasts prepare for 

both domestic and international competitions. 

Lauren Brash (West Lothian), Rebecca Bee 

(Beacon) and Vicky Clow (Pentland) were 

also provided additional sessions within the 

programme to assist with their Commonwealth 

Games preparation. 

Following the Glasgow Commonwealth Games, 

the Rhythmic Technical Panel and performance 

department reviewed the current position of the 

discipline in Scotland. It was agreed a greater 

focus on development was required in order 

to grow the number of gymnasts participating 

in the discipline and provide a performance 

development focus further down the pathway. 

The new performance programme for Rhythmic 

will be shaped with the new technical panel in 

2015. 

trampoline
Pamela Clark continues to demonstrate her 

performance levels at a UK and World level. 

Pamela is part of the Senior Great Britain 

trampoline squad and will be working towards 

selection for the Rio Olympics in 2016. 

Acrobatic 
The 2014/15 Acrobatic Squads saw a restructure 

of personnel led by National Coaches Suzanne 

Fraser and Michelle Struthers (A & B squads), 

along with Fiona Fyfe (C squads). The squads 

provided six training camps between September 

2014 and May 2015, and were supported by Matei 

Todorov, ex-British Gymnastics National Coach. 

tumbling 
Tumbling selections for the two tier squad 

system took place in September 2014 

through assessing both technical and physical 

competencies of the gymnasts. Gymnasts from 

ten Scottish clubs were selected to attend six 

training sessions under the guidance of National 

coaches and the expertise of Glen Wharton, 

Head Coach at Deerness Tumbling. 
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Support 
Programmes

Achieve 2014
Scotland’s ‘next generation’ of Commonwealth 

Games competitors and coaches were identified 

in April 2014 as part of an exclusive sports 

programme.

‘Achieve 2014’ mentored promising young 

athletes, using the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth 

Games as a learning experience and a 

springboard for their emerging talent. 

Commonwealth Games Scotland (CGS) and 

Search Consultancy, Glasgow 2014’s official 

recruitment agency, worked together to identify 

athletes from 20 Commonwealth Games sports. 

Four Scottish gymnasts were chosen; Louise 

McColgan (Largs GC), Lucy Orr (West Lothian), 

Joshua Lincoln (Bury GC) and David Weir (City 

of Glasgow GC) in addition to two Scottish 

coaches - John and Becki Campbell, both of 

West Lothian AGC. 

Coaching Matters
Thanks to sportscotland’s ongoing investment 

into Performance Coach Development, a pilot 

programme specific to gymnastics was agreed 

to provide development support to two future 

performance coaches in two distinct areas, 

sports psychology and strength & conditioning. 

Becki Campbell (WAG) and Neil Robertson 

(MAG) were identified as two coaches for 

the pilot programme and were supported 

by two experts in their field; Dr Simon Petrie 

(Psychologist) and Andrew Mackie (Scottish 

Institute of Sport, S&C Coach). Both coaches 

undertook a 360 peer review at the start and the 

end of the programme to measure any behaviour 

change, with tailored learning programme in 

both areas with bespoke support. Reflection 

after the programme highlighted the importance 

of a needs-led and bespoke programme of 

coach development support which Scottish 

Gymnastics will build on from 2015 onwards.  
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Club Development 
the Scottish Gymnastics development team have been working across 

a number of key areas to support club development throughout 

2014/15 to aid the growth of gymnastics across Scotland. 

Governance 
The team have provided advice and guidance 

on changing the legal structures of eight clubs 

from unincorporated associations to charities 

or companies; this ensures that the clubs have 

a more robust infrastructure to operate as a 

business. We have continued to support new 

and existing clubs to ensure they have policies, 

procedures and effective committees in place.

Business Planning 
For clubs with strong governance in place, we 

have been supporting them to produce better 

plans to accelerate growth and performances.  

We have recently been working with six clubs 

to create business plans to enable improved 

financial planning.

People 
Partnership work between local councils/trust, 

sportscotland and the Scottish Gymnastics 

development team has resulted in six clubs 

successfully receiving Direct Club Investment. 

Direct Club Investment has enabled clubs 

to employ staff in coaching, admin and 

co-ordinator roles to allow the clubs to 

operate in a more effective manner leading to 

membership growth. The total investment form 

sportscotland was over £100k.

Funding
In the past twelve months, 24 clubs have 

received direct support to complete successful 

funding applications. The majority of funding 

accessed has been primarily used for purchasing 

new equipment, helping clubs employ staff and 

start new programmes. Increased funding has 

enabled clubs to provide new and enhanced 

gymnastics disciplines, allowing the clubs 

to continue to meet the demands of its 

membership and increase growth. 

Facilities 
With the growing demand for gymnastics 

participation coupled with the increase in 

clubs operating as a small/medium businesses, 

the development team have been working 

with 13 clubs to develop/upgrade gymnastics 

facilities. The Development team have also been 

working closely with the Performance team and 

sportscotland’s institute to provide effective 

facility access and performance programs.

The graph below highlights the percentage 

of development staff time spent with clubs vs 

partnership meetings. 
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Partnerships meetings 
 Meetings with Local Authorities and Trusts 

to support the implementation of local plans, 

forums, facility developments and the creation 

of posts.

 Meetings with funders, charities and local 

organisations to discuss how clubs can 

successfully apply for funding. This process 

reduces the time clubs spend on writing 

application forms and being unsuccessful.

 Share good practice through Regional 

Sporting Partnership meetings, ensuring 

SG staff use the most effective resources 

available to benefit clubs.

 Link with Active Schools and Schools directly 

to promote the benefits of gymnastics and the 

volunteering opportunities we can offer.

 Support the creation of CPD programs for 

coaches, teachers and volunteers. 

Gymnastics Club Manager 
Development Programme 
In May 2015 Scottish Gymnastics held the first ever 

Gymnastics Club Manager Development Course. 

With the close co-operation of the Scottish Golf 

Union (SGU) and Club Managers Association 

Europe (CMAE), Scottish Gymnastics developed 

and delivered a week-long Gymnastics Club 

Manager course based on the existing CMAE 

model with key elements changed to suit the 

specific needs of gymnastics clubs. 

The 5 day residential course, subsidised for 

attendees thanks to SG sponsor Best International, 

addressed key challenges faced by club managers 

including: 

 Managing change

 Financial control

 Marketing

 Business planning

 Bringing business and sport together

These sessions were led by experts with national 

and international reputations in their field. 

Course feedback from the 16 clubs in 

attendance found the course provided them  

a variety of benefits including; 

 Gaining technical knowledge in key 

subjects.

 Discussing best practice with peers and 

experts specifically non-sport related 

aspects of management.

 Creating stronger personal relationships 

with other clubs. 

 Realisation that all clubs, in all sports, 

have common challenges and all can help 

each other. 

The development of gymnastics in Scotland 

relies on well-managed, sustainable and 

professional clubs delivering effective 

programmes. As gymnastics clubs continue 

their growth the role of competent 

and high quality club managers will 

become increasingly important. Creating 

opportunities for managers and leaders 

to gain learning and development is 

subsequently a key part of the development 

of gymnastics as we strive to deliver a truly 

world-class gymnastics programme. 
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Hamilton GC 
– a story of growth
In 2009 Hamilton GC had 20 members, they now have 1020.

Like most gymnastics clubs the beginnings were a struggle, Hamilton had to use second hand 

equipment from clubs such as Kestrel and Cumbernauld GC.

It was also fortunate that the local independent school was eager for some input and quite quickly 

the club established a permanently set up gym. The dedication of a bank of eager committed 

coaches while studying at university ensured initial success. 

The club found it difficult promoting itself, but the hard work of lugging trampettes over school 

playgrounds, going into schools for health days and teaching classes all day with no equipment has 

proved worthwhile in the long run. The club acknowledge the role active schools coordinators have 

played in helping to promote gymnastics and the opportunities they have afforded Hamilton GC. 

As Hamilton begun to grow they decided to operate more classes in satellite centres and with all 

coaches following structured class guidelines every class soon filled up and waiting lists materialised.  

When the opportunity to own and run their own ‘dream’ dedicated gymnastics facility came along, 

initial doubts quickly disappeared as the club managed to maintain the existing class structure 

whilst adding to it. The dedicated gymnastics centre based in Eddlewood, Hamilton, meant the club 

doubled in size almost overnight. 

20 1020
2009 2015

MEMBERS MEMBERS
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Participaton 
Interest and participation in gymnastics continues to rise year on year 

as awareness of gymnastics continues to grow. 

Club Development 2014/15 Statistics

  2010/11     2011/12    2012/13   2013/14   2014/15

  2010/11     2011/12    2012/13   2013/14   2014/15

  2010/11     2011/12    2012/13   2013/14   2014/15

  2010/11     2011/12    2012/13   2013/14   2014/15
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338
uKCC level 
qualifications 
delivered

Investment targets

uKCC Subsidy Places

*NB: Exceeded the number of subsidy places as there was an increase in the 

number of coaches attending each course.  

Gymnastics Courses Delivered  April 2014 – March 2015

education 
Scottish Gymnastics continues to use coach education to make a 

positive impact on the development of Gymnastics in Scotland. 

Course Statistics

80
courses 
delivered

UKCC Level 1 

qualifications

UKCC Level 2 

qualifications

225 113

03 08

43 14

10

12

UKCC L1 UKCC L2 L3 Technical Modules

LTC Judging CPD

225
TARGET

90
TARGET

02
TARGET

04
TARGET

10
TARGET

15
TARGET

20
TARGET

30
TARGET
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Member led needs Planning
At the beginning of August 2014 surveys were 

sent to all active coaches and head coaches to 

ask them to feed back their individual and the 

needs of their club in relation to coach education.  

This has allowed Scottish Gymnastics to adopt 

a more needs-led approach to planning and 

therefore improve the coach education calendar 

by meeting local/regional demands. This will 

continue in 2015/16 and we will also implement 

the same needs led calendar for judging courses.  

It is important that all clubs/coaches complete 

this survey as this intelligence will be used to 

create the calendar for the following year.

“Class of 2014”
The Class of 2014 is a programme supported 

by sportscotland which enabled Scottish 

Gymnastics to deliver a capacity building project 

within the Highlands. Scottish Gymnastics chose 

to deliver this programme in the Highlands due 

to the gap in the workforce in this area. This 

programme resulted in 28 new coaches with a 

total of 55 qualifications awarded.

The Education team has now started to roll 

out the second part of this programme. The 

programme will offer mentoring support to 

targeted coaches who have already been 

identified across the country, in each region.  

The purpose of the mentoring sessions is 

to up skill coaches who aspire to progress 

to coaching at a performance level within 

a Commonwealth Games discipline. The 

identified coaches are coaching on the Scottish 

Gymnastics competition pathway in clubs who 

operate without a High Performance Coach, 

and are looking to progress to this level. As 

a result and with the learning gained on this 

programme, it is expected that the mentoring 

should be cascaded through the club’s coaching 

infrastructure and therefore provide a wider 

benefit, developing all coaches within the club.

CPD
The focus of the Education team this year has 

been providing CPD opportunities, which were 

accessible to all coaches. Scottish Gymnastics 

are committed to providing support to create 

quality coaches delivering at all levels. This year 

we delivered 10 different workshops across the 

country and will strive to build on this offer 

in 2015/16. As a commitment to recognising 

and rewarding coaches, Scottish Gymnastics 

also nominated 20 coaches from across the 

country to attend either the Coaching Talent or 

Coach Connect CPD programmes delivered by 

sportscotland.

tutor Development
Following the first round of tutor recruitment 

and training in April 2014, the Education team 

are now working with our new cohort of 13 tutors 

to complete the training process and gain their 

tutor qualifications. As part of the new tutor 

recruitment, development and deployment policy, 

we have defined the training process for all tutors, 

which includes completion of the sportscotland’s 

Professional Development Award (PDA), in 

addition to the BG Education programme for 

tutors. All tutors will have completed the PDA / 

BG course by December 2015. 

2014/15 education Projects
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sportscotland Subsidy
Once again the Education team have been 

working with sportscotland to enable us to 

provide subsidy for UKCC courses to our 

members. This year the amount of subsidy 

which can be accessed has changed (Level 

1 is now £100 and Level 2 is now £364). 

Applications for courses beginning after 1 

April 2015 will be eligible for the new subsidy 

amount. 

Future Development: 
The Education team are continuing to work closely 

with British Gymnastics and keep up to date with all 

new developments. We have agreed the roll out of 

the Level 3 Generic module in the coming months 

for Scotland. This generic theory module will help 

develop the knowledge of new coaches and enable 

them to progress into performance coaching. 

Other exiting partner projects which are in 

development include working with British Gymnastic 

to introduce new resources and E- Learning as part 

of UKCC L2 courses, introduction of a comprehensive 

development programme for coaches and officials, in 

addition to developing a mentoring programme for 

coaches and clubs.
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Championships
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Celtic Cup 

wiNNERS
3RD yEAR 
in succession

Acrobatic
2014/15 has been another successful year 

for Acrobatic gymnastics in Scotland, 

gymnasts continue to progress at British 

level and team Scotland claimed the 

Celtic Cup for the third successive year. 

Competitions 
The Acrobatic Technical Panel continued to 

run a comprehensive competition calendar, 

providing opportunities for gymnasts across 

Scotland to showcase their talents. Competitions 

ran this year included the June Gradings, 

Team Competition, Jumblees and the 2015 

Scottish Championships. All of these events 

were successfully hosted at Ravenscraig Sports 

Facility or Avondale Gymnastics Club. 

The collaborative approach of Scottish 

Gymnastics, Acrobatic Technical Panel members 

and volunteers at the events has been pivotal in 

showcasing gymnastics to audiences in Scotland. 

Scottish gymnasts continue to progress at 

British level. At the NDP Finals in Stoke-on-Trent, 

Scotland obtained several medals and finished 

3rd as a region. Furthermore several clubs 

attended the British Championships and the 

Pat Wade Classic during 2014. There was medal 

success at the Pat Wade Classic, in the FIG 11-16 

WG and MG 12-18 categories respectively. 

This success ensured that several Scottish 

clubs were invited to attend a training clinic at 

Lilleshall National Sports Centre with the British 

Gymnastics Acrobatic National Coach Toshko 

Pavlov. In addition, a number of Scottish clubs 

also took part in international competitions and 

performed to a high standard. 

The highlight of 2014/15 competition programme 

was Team Scotland winning the Celtic Cup for 

the third successive year. 

Performance Programme 
Throughout the year the Acrobatic performance 

programme was led by coaches Suzanne Fraser, 

Michelle Struthers, Fiona Fyfe and Matei Todorov. 

Training sessions focussed on providing expert 

advice and technical support to gymnasts at 

NDP through to FIG level. 

In order to better serve the technical disciplines, 

Scottish Gymnastics introduced changes to the 

Technical Panel structure in late 2014 and as 

a result a new Acrobatic Technical Panel was 

formed. The panel are confident that developing 

a closer working relationship between Scottish 

Gymnastics, the Acrobatic Technical Panel and 

the wider Acrobatic community in Scotland will 

have a positive impact in the promotion and 

development of gymnastics moving forward. 

The Acrobatic Technical Panel are working 

in collaboration with Scottish Gymnastics to 

implement a renewed performance programme 

structure in line with Scottish Gymnastics new 

organisational strategy. These progressive 

changes will have a positive impact on Acrobatic 

gymnastics in Scotland, and will commence in 

late 2015. 
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Disability
Participation in Disability gymnastics 

continues to grow, while Scottish 

performance gymnasts continue to 

achieve success at both national and international level.

It has been another busy and very successful year for disability gymnastics in Scotland. Participation 

has increased year on year, Irvine Bay, Sapphire, Largs, Aberdeen and Hamilton have all established or 

grown their disability gymnastics programmes. The Disability gymnastics panel are committed to the 

further integration and formalisation of disability gymnastics in Scotland. 

approximately 30 gymnasts taking part and 11 

qualifying for the British NDP finals to be held 

in May 2015.

As the discipline continues to grow in Scotland, 

Disability gymnastics was included within the 

2015 Scottish National Artistic Championships in 

Perth, in addition to being part of the Scottish 

Rhythmic Championships where gymnasts 

Alison Mackenzie and Amy Clark delivered 

excellent performances. 

International Profile 
The highlight of last year’s competition calendar 

was the Special Olympics European Games 

in Antwerp. Three Scottish gymnasts were 

selected to compete as part of the Great Britain 

team and once again achieved success on an 

international level. 

Georgia Carslaw became European all around 

Champion (in the highest level and classification 

available in the games). David Rae won bronze 

all around, also competing in the highest level. 

Ramsay Mieklem won one gold, one silver and 

four 4th place finishes in the individual apparatus 

finals. These were incredible results for all of the 

competing Scottish gymnasts. 

Coach Development 
The Disability gymnastics Add On Module is 

currently been rewritten in a partnership between 

Scottish Disability Sport, British Gymnastics and 

Angela Turner. 

Competitions 
The 2014 Scottish Disability Gymnastics 

Championships were held in October at 

Bellahouston, Glasgow. Participant numbers were 

up year on year, with seven gymnasts successfully 

qualifying for the British Championships. 

At the British Disability Gymnastics 

Championships, Scottish gymnasts once again 

delivered excellent performances to achieve 

success. Women’s artistic gymnast Sophie 

Crawford won gold in the Junior Open all around 

competition and Georgia Carslaw claimed the 

Senior Open all around title. In the men’s artistic 

Senior Open competition David Rae won silver 

all around, Lee Davidson took bronze all around 

and Ramsay Meiklem claimed bronze on rings 

and a top four finish in all other individual 

apparatus finals. 

A year of success for Scottish gymnasts 

continued at the Welsh Disability Gymnastics 

Open in Swansea. Five gymnasts from the City 

of Glasgow GC competed and won a haul of 

medals including all around titles for both Sophie 

Crawford and Georgia Carslaw. Men’s artistic 

gymnast David Rae won an all around silver. 

Scotland had representation within the 

Disabilities Masters competition held at 

the Echo arena, Liverpool. City of Glasgow 

gymnasts Georgia Carslaw, Sophie Crawford, 

Lee Davidson, David Rae and Ramsay Meiklem 

once again highlighted their class winning six 

gold, five silvers and four bronze medals in the 

apparatus finals. 

The annual Scottish NDP’s were held in March 

2015. Gymnast numbers continued to rise with 
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Men’s Artistic
Men’s Artistic gymnastics has enjoyed an excellent year with medal success 

as well as increasing numbers of competitors, participants, coaches and 

judges. the discipline continues to go from strength to strength. 

by working together with their gymnasts. The 
training programme culminated in a three day 
Summer Camp in Dundee where the boys worked 
with their coaches and also GB Men’s Junior 
Development Coach Sam Hunter.

The positive impact of the National Development 
Programme was evident at British Grades Finals 
where Scotland secured a team bronze and an 
individual silver medal for Robbie Young in CDG 1. 
In addition 11 Scottish gymnasts finished in the top 
10 in their respective grades.

Coach Development 
The National Development Programme also 
allowed coaches to work together in a unique way 
sharing knowledge, experience and working with 
gymnasts and coaches from other clubs. 

Judge Development
Scotland continues to be represented extremely 
well in Men’s Artistic judging with men’s artistic 
Brevet judges regularly representing Great 
Britain in International competition. This year 
Scottish judges have officiated at National 
Grades Finals, London Open, UK School Games, 
British Championships, Celtic Cup as well as our 
own Scottish Championships. This experience 
and gained knowledge is shared throughout 
the judging community and is invaluable in the 
development of Scottish judges.

Competitions 
The 2014/15 competition season will go down 
as a golden age for Men’s Artistic gymnastics 
in Scotland. A greater number of gymnasts and 
clubs took part In the domestic competition 
programme than ever before. The Grades 
Qualifier competition in September saw a 
record number of entries and some outstanding 
performances which earned Scotland 33 
qualifiers for the British Finals.

At performance level Scottish gymnasts claimed 
medals at the Commonwealth Invitational which 
Scotland hosted at Bells Sport Centre, Perth. 
Furthermore there was medal success at the 2015 
Celtic Cup and Sainsbury’s UK Schools Games, as 
Men’s Artistic gymnastics continues to go from 
strength to strength. 

The year was rounded off with an extremely 
successful 2015 Scottish Artistic Championships 
with the individual All Around results listed 
below.

Performance Programme 
The National Development Programme which ran 
throughout 2014/15, was a unique programme 
in gymnastics which opened up performance 
training to all gymnasts and coaches working 
within the Grades Structure. Over 80 gymnasts 
attended dedicated training sessions and 
coaches gained valuable training expertise 

2015 Scottish Artistic Championships All Around Results

JUNiOR 
CHAMPiON (U18)

yOUTH 
(U16)

iNTERMEDiATE 
(U14)

Daniel Purvis
Southport YMCA

Stephen Tongue
West lothian 
Artistic GC

Joshua Lincoln
Bury GC

SENiOR 
CHAMPiON

BOyS 
(U12)

Cameron Lister
Pipers vale GC

Rory Smith
lasswade GC
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Rhythmic
Rhythmic gymnastics has continued to advance this year, with a 

focus on developing younger gymnasts, as well as coach and judge 

development to progress the discipline. 

As preparation towards the Glasgow 2014 

Commonwealth Games, three Scottish gymnasts 

Lauren Brash, Vicky Clow and Rebecca Bee 

travelled to Bulgaria to compete. All gymnasts 

performed well and this competition provided 

competition exposure ahead of the home 

Commonwealth Games. Lauren Brash and 

Rebecca Bee qualified for finals with Lauren Brash 

placing well. 

Early 2015 saw gymnasts from Pentland, West 

Lothian and Beacon take part at the BQT 

testing, competing to attain a pass for the British 

Championships. Pentland gymnast Ciara Lindsay 

(Pentland GC) passed and successfully qualified 

for the British Championships. 

There was further Scottish representation at the 

Individual Open Competition and Group Seeding 

held in Stoke, with gymnasts from Pentland RGC 

competing in the group section. 

Competitions 
This year the Rhythmic technical panel 

continued to operate the domestic competition 

programme with Scottish gymnasts also 

travelling to British competitions to aid their 

progress. 

In 2014, it was Scotland’s opportunity to host 

the Zone D Grades competition, which took 

place at the Beacon Centre in Aberdeen.  

There were approximately 10 clubs from the 

northwest region that made the journey to 

compete. Gymnasts from all Scottish clubs in 

attendance secured a place at Grades finals and 

the senior gymnasts aiming for Commonwealth 

Games successfully qualified for the British 

Championships.

The NDP grades finals took place in 

Wolverhampton in June with notable successes 

from Gemma Cockburn-Pittner (West Lothian 

Rhythmic) finishing 6th overall in Grade 8 and 

Louise Christie (Beacon) finishing 3rd overall 

in Grade 9. This was also round 1 of the Group 

League, where Pentland RGC had representation 

in both the Junior and Espoir age groups. In the 

Group League Championships, the Pentland 

Junior Group finished 3rd overall.
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Performance Programme 
Throughout 2014/15 Rhythmic development 

squads continued to train alongside the 2014 

senior Commonwealth gymnasts and there 

are strong competitive gymnasts emerging 

from this squad.

Squad training was led by coach Sue Morgan 

and alternated between Aberdeen and Fife. 

The emphasis on these sessions was on body 

elements, ballet and conditioning.

As part of a review of the Rhythmic 

gymnastics performance programme it was 

agreed that some selected gymnasts in the 

development squad would be invited to train 

alongside the Commonwealth squad. From 

July to December the Development squad 

continued to work on a bi-monthly basis.

As Scottish Gymnastics strive to deliver 

the new organisational strategy and further 

develop Rhythmic gymnastics in Scotland, a 

new technical panel was formed in January 

2015. The newly formed panel already have 

plans to advance the discipline. The focus for 

the technical panel moving forward is to get 

an increased number of gymnasts onto the 

development and performance pathways, to 

a level that will compete with the rest of the 

Rhythmic gymnasts competing at British level. 

Coach Development 
There has been a lot of work from Scottish Gymnastics 

and the technical panel over the last year in ensuring 

Rhythmic gymnastics have individuals in Scotland who 

can lead and assess coaching courses, Judy Warrack 

and Laura Campbell have both been selected to be 

Scotland’s representatives.

There are six newly qualified Level 1 coaches in 

Scotland and four Level 2 coaches. There are also 

plans in the coach education calendar for a further 

Level 1 and Level 2 course to run during 2015/16.

British Gymnastics has developed a coaching 

foundation course that will be launched in 2015. This 

will help introduce coaches to rhythmic gymnastics and 

allow others in different disciplines to learn more about 

Rhythmic gymnastics. Coach development is a priority 

for the panel after it was identified a lack of coaches 

is one of the barriers to increasing participation and 

performance in Rhythmic gymnastics. 

Judge Development 
Judge development has also been a key focus for the 

Rhythmic technical panel. It has been identified that 

there are several National Level and above judges but 

the discipline is lacking younger judges at lower levels. 

A course has been scheduled for 2015 to allow an 

increased number of club judges in Scotland to qualify.
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Schools
Schools gymnastics participation 

continues to grow year on year, 

over 600 gymnasts took part in this 

year’s national Floor & vault final.

Competitions 
The Schools Panel held three national events this 

year. In February, it was the Scottish Heats for 

the BSGA Milano Team Trio and Floor & Vault 

competitions. 2015 saw the highest number 

of entries ever, as well as the first time teams 

entered into the Under 11 mixed category.

In the regional event of the Milano Team Trio 

competition, pupils from James Gillespies and 

Broughton High school qualified to represent 

Scotland in the Under 16 girls category. At the 

national finals, the teams finished 7th and 17th 

respectively the combined regional team finished 

in 5th place. 

In the BGSA Floor & Vault competition, teams 

from Newington Primary (under 11 mixed), Perth 

High (under 14 girls), Perth Academy (under 

19 girls) and Musselburgh Grammar (under 19 

mixed) finished 1st in the regional heats. These 

teams went on to represent Scotland at the 

national finals. In the national finals the teams 

finished 7th, 8th, 6th and 3rd places respectively.

The Scottish Schools National Floor and Vault 

Championships were held at Bells Sports Centre 

in March 2015. Over 600 pupils qualified to 

compete from 15 regional heats The competition 

saw entries in both Primary (Pre-Level 1, Level 1, 

Level 2 & Level 3) and Secondary (Level 1, Level 

2 & Level 3) categories. There was a significant 

increase in entries this year (over 100 additional 

participants the biggest increase being in the level 

3 category).

The third panel run event, Schools Gymfest, took 

place in May with higher entries than previous 

years, as over twenty schools took part. Schools 

entered from Fife, Edinburgh, East Lothian, West 

Lothian, Glasgow and Highlands, and spectators 

enjoyed performances from guest teams Tay Valley 

GC, Enigma GC and Spartans Display Team. 

Affiliated Schools 
This year there were 190 schools affiliated to 

Scottish Gymnastics, 107 primary and 83 secondary.

2015 Scottish Schools Floor & vault Finals Results

2ND

1ST

3RD
Primary

Pre Level 1 Commercial Aberdour Longforgan

Level 1 Oakbank Newington Crieff

Level 2 Lochardil Tillicoultry Moffat

Level 3 Oakbank Eastriggs Newington

2ND

1ST

3RD
Secondary

Level 1 Perth Academy James Young Millburn

Level 2 Moffat Culloden Greenfaulds

Level 3 Williamwood James Gillespies Strathaven
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teamGym
2014/15 was a productive year 

for teamGym in Scotland, 

the number of clubs offering 

teamGym continues to grow and 

the competition programme goes 

from strength to strength.

Competitions 
It has been a busy year of competitions for 

the TeamGym technical panel. The panel 

were successful in bringing the International 

TeamGym Cup for clubs to Scotland for the first 

time. This was a one day event which had a total 

of 21 teams in attendance. The teams present 

included Scottish teams from Dundee Discovery 

GC, Forth Valley GC, Irvine Bay GC, and Saltire 

Team Gymnastics as well as two English teams 

Newcastle Gymnastics Academy and Bracknell, 

and one international team – Cumiana Noceto.

The Scottish TeamGym Championships took 

place in February 2015 at Dundee International 

Sports Centre. This was the first year that this 

has been an all Scottish event with 21 teams 

taking part from the following Scottish clubs: 

Beacon GC, Dundee Discovery GC, Forth 

Valley GC, Irvine Bay GC, Irvine Newtown GC, 

Midlothian GC, and Saltire Team Gymnastics.  

The Technical panel once again delivered The 

Northern Open – the qualification event for British 

Teams in the North to qualify for the British 

Championships. This year saw the introduction of 

the new Primary Challenge and Micro Challenge 

events attracting 56 teams across two days of 

exciting competition. There were two teams 

from Denmark - Greve TeamGym and Gladsaxe 

TeamGym – who used the event as a warm up for 

Danish Championships.

There was success for Saltire Team Gymnastics 

who qualified for the British Championships and 

to the Primary and Micro Teams from Saltire and 

Forth Valley who have qualified for the British 

Challenge events.  

teamGym Summer 
training Camp
The 2014 TeamGym summer camp took place 

In July at Mctaggart Gymnastics centre Dundee, 

with gymnasts travelling from from across the 

UK to attend. Jimmy Ekstedt led the Camp with 

Jacob Melin and Alexander Forsberg travelling 

from Sweden and Chris Short travelling from 

Halifax to complete the coaching team. The 

experience of Jacob was welcomed providing 

a unique experience for this year’s gymnasts, 

coaching his choreography sessions from a male 

gymnasts perspective. The camp also presented 

the opportunity for some of the HPC candidates 

from the course held in 2013 to take their exam. 

Coach Development
As the panel focusses on the continued growth 

of TeamGym there has been a number of coach 

development workshops delivered across 

Scotland. The have taken place at Dundonald 

GC and in Alness for Fyrish GC, Caithness GC, 

Thurso GC, Inverness GC & Grampian GC. In 

addition a UKCC Level 2 course was delivered to 

further increase the number of coaches with a 

TeamGym qualification. 
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trampoline
It has been a successful year for trampoline gymnastics, Scotland claimed 

the Home nations title for the first time. the number of competing 

gymnasts continues to rise and DMt continues to grow in popularity.

Performance Programme 
Currently there are no trampoline squads however 

the Technical Panel are working on a proposal to 

introduce development camps as part of the new 

national performance programme. 

Coach Development 
A number of UKCC L1 and L2 trampoline coaching 

courses have been held over the past year, as well 

as a Trampoline Learn to Coach course. Banchory 

hosted a double mini trampoline coach education 

weekend with both Club and Senior Club level 

coaching courses on offer, under the expert 

guidance of GB National DMT coach, Toby Eager, 

and Phil Dodson. City of Edinburgh’s Head Coach, 

Lauren Jeffery, was selected as a DMT coach for 

the World Age Group Competitions in Florida, 

USA, for the GB team.

Judge Development 
A number of club and county level judging 

courses have been delivered this year by Brian 

Scott and John Wills. Peter Heames also delivered 

a Trampoline Judging weekend, where Club, 

County and Regional judging courses were on 

offer. This is believed to be the first Regional 

trampoline judging course ever held in Scotland. 

Judges Brian Scott and Bruce Craig were 

selected as part of the Great British delegation 

several times over the past year, including as 

part of the team who attended World Age Group 

Competitions in Florida, USA. 

This year Scottish gymnasts continued to 

impress, having representation for both 

trampolining and double-mini, at Regional 

Team finals, NDP Championships and British 

Championships, with several gymnasts 

achieving podium places.

Participation in trampolining competitions 

in Scotland continues to grow, with entries 

consistently exceeding 300. Double-mini 

trampoline is also increasing in popularity 

as more clubs gain access to the necessary 

equipment. For only the second time, 

trampoline and DMT were brought together 

for the 2014 Scottish Trampoline & DMT 

National Championships, providing further 

exposure for this developing discipline. 

Scotland also hosted the Home Nations 

competition in October 2014, with Scottish 

gymnasts competing against gymnasts from 

Wales and Northern Ireland in individual 

trampoline, synchronised trampoline and 

double-mini. History was made when Team 

Scotland clinched victory, winning the Home 

Nations title for the very first time. 

2015 has seen the appointment of a 

new combined Trampoline & Tumbling 

Technical Panel. The panel members have 

been working hard to formulate a plan to 

continue developing the disciplines and 

provide increased support and development 

opportunities for gymnasts and coaches. 
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2014 Scottish 
Trampoline 
Championships
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Women’s Artistic
the new Women’s technical panel was brought together at the 

beginning of 2015 and have already begun to use their collective 

experience and expertise to improve the overall effectiveness, quality 

and continuity of the Women’s Artistic programme in Scotland.  

Competitions 
The ‘main stage’ of the Women’s Technical Panel 

led programme in Scotland is the competition 

programme. The panel continue to successfully 

run a comprehensive competition calendar as 

they seek to appoint a competition organiser to 

join them. Participation in the Women’s Artistic 

programme continues to grow and there are a 

small group of people who support the panel 

to ensure the successful delivery of a busy 

competition programme. 

Scotland’s Women’s Artistic gymnasts continue to 

compete at British level. The 2014 British Espoir 

championships were held at the Emirates Arena, 

Glasgow. Scotland had five women’s artistic 

gymnasts competing in the all around competition, 

Louise McColgan (Largs GC) Sarah McKenzie 

(DGC2K) Megan Morrison (City of Glasgow GC) 

Lucy Orr & Laura Jane Core (West Lothian Artistic 

GC). Both Louise McColgan and Sarah Mckenzie 

qualified for the individual floor final with Sarah 

winning the silver medal, Louise placed in 5th.  

The year was rounded off with an extremely 

successful Scottish Artistic Championships. The 

2015 champions are listed below.

Performance Programme 
The Women’s Technical Panel in partnership 

with Scottish Gymnastics have been working 

to develop a Performance Pathway Programme 

for Women’s Artistic clubs and coaches in 

Scotland (based upon the British Gymnastics 

model). The intention is for the women’s 

artistic led performance pathway programme 

to complement and feed into the Scottish 

Gymnastics National Performance Programme 

which is being led by Claire Starkey.   

As Performance Co-ordinator, Cathy Osborne’s 

first task was to organise a preparation camp 

for the gymnasts selected to represent Scotland 

in Compulsory 4/3 or National Grades 4/3/2/1. 

Two leading technical experts from top English 

clubs (Rochelle Douglas and Irina Kozyreva) 

were invited to attend. Their knowledge and 

enthusiasm not only inspired and motivated 

those present but has also created a positive 

anticipation ahead of future events. 

There is a further camp planned for Dundee 

in August 2015 for invited gymnasts only, 

but supplemented by a series of focussed 

workshops open to all Scottish Gymnastics 

affiliated coaches. 

2015 Scottish Artistic Championships All Around Results

SENiOR 
CHAMPiON

JUNiOR 
CHAMPiON

ESPOiR 
CHAMPiON

Amy Regan
largs GC

Louise McColgan
largs GC

isla warr
Park Wrekin GC
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Coach Development
The Women’s Artistic coach education 

coordinator Bea Petersen has been working to 

implement a series of coach education clinics 

which will be delivered across three regional 

areas (North, East & West) with the aim of 

making the clinics more accessible to a wider 

audience. The focus of these clinics will be to 

assist coaches who will be preparing gymnasts 

for compulsories and NDP grades in spring 2016. 

The sessions will be led by experienced and 

successful coaches and judges. Each session 

will cover various aspects of skill development, 

competition preparation and application of 

judging rules.

Judge Development
As the panel strive to constantly deliver a 

high level of officiating, judging co-ordinator 

Katrina Harper, organised a Club and Regional 

Judging Course in Inverurie in January where 

all candidates passed. The panel is working 

to facilitate judging input to complement the 

Performance Pathway Programme coaching/

judging clinics which will focus on Compulsory 

Levels and NDP National Grades. There will also 

be a further clinic on NDP Regional Grades. 

The panel were delighted once again to have 

an extremely high calibre of judge at the 2015 

Scottish Artistic Championships. There were five 

Brevets and two National judges in attendance 

who not only bolstered the judging panels but 

enabled the event to have a superior jury. 

There were also five Scottish judges officiating 

at the 2015 British Championships, Pauline 

Smith, Kirsty Sime, Sinead Lyons, Ruth Griffin 

and Katrina Harper. A special acknowledgement 

must be made to Pauline Smith who has 

been selected by GB to attend the World 

Championships which are being held in Glasgow 

in October 2015.
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Laura-Jane Core
(West Lothian Artistic GC)

2014 British Women’s 
Artistic Espoir 
Championships
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Marketing & 
Communications
Scottish Gymnastics marketing and communications activity has 

resulted in growing the profile of our sport and the audiences engaged 

with gymnastics. this activity has had a positive impact on membership 

growth, event attendances and the numbers of participants interacting 

with our programmes.

Marketing & Promotion 
The Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games 
provided a significant opportunity for Scottish 
Gymnastics to engage existing and new audiences. 
In order to exploit the increased interest in 
gymnastics during this Games we developed the 
“Gymnastics Is Our Sport” fan campaign.

As part of this campaign each Scottish Gymnastics 
club received an official club supporter pack. The 
campaign was highly successful in generating an 
enhanced interest and awareness of our Team 
Scotland gymnasts, increasing engagement with 
members and gymnastics fans, and our following 
on social media. 

As awareness of the sport grows, membership 
continues to rise year on year. This year 

membership grew 13% to 18,133 members. As 

part of our website redevelopment, a new “find 

a club” feature was introduced to make it easier 

for prospective participants to find their nearest 

gymnastics club. The club finder has been visited 

over 11,000 times since its launch. In addition we 

developed a number of new downloadable club 

marketing resources for clubs to help improve 

the promotion of their club and aid membership 

recruitment and retention. 

Once again, Scottish Gymnastics worked to 

enhance the quality of our membership offering, 

delivering an enhanced benefits package 

including discounts off a variety of external 

partners including Milano Pro Sport.
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Sponsorship
this year Scottish Gymnastics have delivered increased commercial 

sponsorship revenue for the benefit of our sport. 

In January Scottish Gymnastics signed a four year extension to the existing agreement with Milano 

Pro Sport. The enhanced six figure cash and inkind agreement was signed after a lengthy tender 

process and will allow Scottish Gymnastics to build on our strong existing partnership with the brand.

In February Scottish Gymnastics agreed a sponsorship deal with Strathmore as official water partner. 

We look forward to a long and successful relationship with Strathmore.

Strong commercial partnerships are pivotal in continuing to develop our sport across Scotland and 

we are grateful to each of our sponsors and partners for their continued support. 

Communications 
The profile of gymnastics in Scotland continues 

to rise. The previous twelve months has seen an 

increase in national media coverage. The number 

of unique users to our website has grown by 14% 

to 68,236 visits and the number of followers on 

social media now exceeds 12,000. 

Media interest in gymnastics continues to grow, 

and specifically there was significant media 

interest in each of our Team Scotland Glasgow 

2014 gymnasts. Adam Cox produced a monthly 

diary for the Herald newspaper and the Glasgow 

2014 Commonwealth Games undoubtedly 

provided Scottish Gymnastics with our greatest 

ever media exposure across print, broadcast and 

online. Scottish Gymnastics has already begun 

to build on this exposure and enhanced media 

relations for the benefit of our sport. 

Scottish Gymnastics has continued to invest in 

an enhanced digital communications presence to 

keep up with demand from our membership for 

improved communications. In July, a new mobile 

responsive website was launched as part of an 

enhanced communications infrastructure. 

This investment is already proving beneficial; 

there were over 152,000 visits to the Scottish 

gymnastics website, an increase of 3.5% year on 

year, as members and fans kept up to date on 

the latest news, course and event information. 

Scottish Gymnastics now has over 12,000 

followers on social media an 80% increase year 

on year. We also invested in video equipment 

to enhance the quantity and quality of content 

available to both members and fans. 

events
Event attendances continue to grow, Gymfest 

2014 ticket sales were up for the second 

consecutive year and Gymfest Perth 2014 sold 

out four weeks prior to the event. The 2015 

Scottish Artistic Championships also delivered a 

4% increase in attendance year on year. Scottish 

Gymnastics events have benefited by the 

introduction of online ticketing sales via our new 

online ecommerce shop. 

There has been a concerted effort to strengthen 

event coverage and exposure across all 

gymnastics disciplines. Last year we successfully 

provided enhanced coverage of each national 

event on social media. Working with our 

photography partner PSB Photography we have 

been able to provide increased visual content 

from our events. 
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Fitness Scotland 
2014/15 has been a productive year for Fitness Scotland, delivering a 

number of key achievements during this period.  

Fitness Scotland invested in the development of a new website to enable online course bookings and 

improve the organisations online presence. The website has had 1,780 visits since its launch on 23 

December 2014, of which 1,136 were unique visits. Fitness Scotland have begun to work on the creation 

of a new marketing & communications strategy focused on brand standard and quality of our products, 

to establish a healthy relationship with current and new customers. A strong focus has been on gap 

analysis and business planning to reveal the full potential of Fitness Scotland moving forward as a 

successful commercial business. 

outreach Centres/Partnerships
Fitness Scotland are committed to supplementing growth by continuing to support our partners and 

outreach centres. We will provide quality assured and nationally recognised training and assessments, 

supporting vocational educations pathways to employability.  

This year Fitness Scotland have welcomed new commercial partnerships to enhance the candidate’s 

education and self development pathways and look forward to growth within the fitness commercial market.

 Anytime Leisure   virgin Active   Exercise 4 Less   Bannatynes   NHS Highland   Les Mills

Courses 
In line with our brand standard strategy we have reduced the number of courses on offer to provide the 

customer a higher quality product. We have offered a diverse suite of health and fitness qualifications/

workshops, for people taking their first steps in the fitness industry or established professionals 

developing in their careers. The qualifications/workshops are based upon industry expertise and have 

been developed with the input of customer analysis. We welcomed the launch of CPD workshops and 

will continue to grow and develop unique products to support the members and business growth. 

Statistics (no of Candidates attending 2014/15)

350 
attendees

64

Level 2 Exercise & 
Fitness Knowledge 
(Distance Learning)

42

Level 2 Exercise 
& Fitness 
Knowledge 15

Level 3 Diploma 
in yoga

5

Level 3 
PT

35

workshop / 
CPD delivery

108

Level 2  
Gym 
instructor41

Level 2 
ETM

15

Day of 
Dance

14

Dance Fitness 
workshop

6

Level 3 Ante 
& Post Natal

5

Level 2 
Precision 
Cycling
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Corporate Social 
Responsibility
Scottish Gymnastics is committed to ensuring everyone can enjoy 

gymnastics, this year we have taken steps to strengthen our governance 

and encourage diversity within the sport of gymnastics to further 

protect our clubs, members and the association. 

equality 
Scottish Gymnastics is recognised by 

sportscotland and other major stakeholders 

as the national governing body responsible for 

the development, promotion and delivery of 

all aspects of gymnastics and fitness across 

Scotland from grassroots recreational activities 

to high performance gymnastics competitions.  

A long term strategy has been developed with 

the intention of guiding the work of Scottish 

Gymnastics, its members, staff and volunteers. 

This strategy has been developed through a 

series of consultations and workshops and 

examined how SG’s objectives would best suit 

the needs and development of the sport for 

all its members. There has never been a better 

time to ensure that the work already carried 

out by the association on equality, diversity and 

inclusion continues to form an integral part of 

Scottish Gymnastics.

Scottish Gymnastics is committed to the 

Equality Standard Framework. This commitment 

to equality has been evidenced through the 

association achieving Foundation level of the 

Standard in 2006, the Preliminary level in 2009 

and is aiming to achieve the Intermediate level 

in 2015. 

The Association will audit and monitor 

its business activities regularly, and take 

appropriate steps if it appears that its 

commitment to equality is not being delivered 

effectively. The aim is that SG directors, staff 

and members will be truly representative 

of all sections of society and each person 

feels respected and able to give of their best 

whether in work or participating in gymnastics.

SG has reviewed and updated its Equality Action 

Plan and has a new Equality Policy in place. The 

policy sets out the association’s commitment 

to equality, diversity and inclusion and has been 

produced to prevent and/or tackle any potential 

or current discrimination or unfair treatment, 

whether intentional or unintentional, direct or 

indirect, against its staff, members and volunteers. 

SG will also provide education and training 

opportunities to ensure best practice is adopted 

by everyone. The Action Plan, Equality Policy and 

procedures will be reviewed on a regular basis to 

ensure their continuing effectiveness. 

This updated equality action plan builds on the 

work already undertaken by the association 

to meet the above levels of the Standard, 

by carrying out audits, surveys and through 

recommendations obtained from analysis of the 

equality profile of its Directors, staff, members 

and volunteers, as well as consultation within 

the wider gymnastics community. The Equality 

Action Plan is a living document and will evolve 

through carrying out further audits and gathering 

statistical information. Staff time has been 

committed to ensuring the successful delivery of 

the plan and progress of the plan will be reported 

on a quarterly basis via SG Board meetings.
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Gymnastics in a Safe 
environment
Creating a safe environment for those participating 

in our sport is and will remain a high priority for 

Scottish Gymnastics. We have continued to develop 

and implement polices & procedures in parallel with 

tailored education and training initiatives, which are 

appropriate to our sport and designed to ensure a 

safe environment for all.

Scottish Gymnastics continues to build and strengthen 

partnerships with local authorities and leisure trusts, 

thus ensuring the same essential training is delivered 

to all gymnastics coaches in clubs and leisure centres 

regardless of geographical area. 

To ensure Scottish Gymnastics continues to provide 

a safe environment for all we have already begun to 

work on a number of key areas. 

 Developing stay safe on social media guidelines 
for coaches, gymnasts and parents

 Reviewing and updating the Safe in your Hands 
course for young coaches aged 14/15

 Utilising the access we have within sportscotland 
of video conferencing facility, to deliver 
safeguarding courses and workshops to clubs in 
the highlands and islands

 Developing additional training for CPC’s 
and those running clubs on how to deal with 
concerns and investigations

Gymfest 
Building on the success of last year’s Question 

and Answer session held during Easter school, 

an additional CPD clinic focusing once again on 

balances being performed in display routines, 

was delivered during Easter school 2015. Scottish 

Gymnastics will continue to develop this important 

area of safeguarding by working with the education 

team to deliver CPD clinics across Scotland. 

PvG legislation
The Scottish Government’s PVG Legislation was 

designed to provide a robust checking system to 

ensure a safe working environment for children 

and protected adults. The retrospective checking 

programme comes to an end in October 2015. 

Scottish Gymnastics is still on course to ensure 

completion before the deadline date

Safeguarding Courses
Scottish Gymnastics continues to strengthen 

our activity around safeguarding with the 

number of courses and workshops rising 

steadily year on year. The number of course 

attendees also continues to rise year on 

year. The Safeguarding 2 course, which 

was added to the Safeguarding calendar 

in January 2014, has been an essential 

component in ensuring awareness of national 

legislation and its relevance to the roles and 

responsibilities being performed by those 

working in gymnastics.

Safeguarding Course Statistics 
(April 2014 – March 2015)

By location

19
wEST

8

G

RAMPiAN

12
EAST

10TA
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iDE & FiFE

2

H
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1

D

UMFRiES

3

CE
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2
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RDERS

16

408

366

32

57
courses 
delivered

822 attendees

SAFE iN 
yOUR HANDS
2 courses

SAFEGUARDiNG 
& PROTECTiNG
25 courses

SG 2
25 courses

PvG wORKSHOP
5 courses, 11 clubs

By Course
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Scott Harper  
Chairman

Keir Stewart   
Technical Director - 
Olympic Disciplines

euan lowe  
CEO

Adele tolometti  
Finance Director

Phil langstaff  
General Director

oliver Barsby  
General Director

Patricia Swan 
General Director

Kevin Pringle 
General Director

Board update 
the Scottish Gymnastics Board of Directors has continued to work hard 

to strengthen the governance of the association. It has been a busy but 

rewarding 12 months for the Board of Scottish Gymnastics in 2014/15 as 

we are starting to reap the benefits of the hard work performed by the 

board in the previous year.

sportscotland funding 
sportscotland are not only key investors in 

Scottish Gymnastics but they provide other 

invaluable opportunities which the sport can 

and does benefit from. During 2014/15 the 

Board has, in preparing and presenting the 

new strategic plan, asked difficult questions 

about what we can deliver and are trying 

to achieve. The outcome was a strategic 

plan that was innovative in content and 

revolutionary in timescale, stretching well 

beyond the normal four year funding and 

Commonwealth Games cycle. This long 

term approach has been recognised and 

rewarded by sportscotland through our 

investment in the first stage of the plan 

through until 2019.

British Gymnastics
Inextricably linked to the soul searching that took 

place around the strategic plan was the question of 

resources, being honest about what services we really 

need to provide and what could be better delivered 

through British Gymnastics if an agreement can be 

reached. It is always a difficult balance to strike in 

outsourcing and therefore letting go of direct control 

of some services to another body while at the same 

time retaining your own identity and improving 

the services that are uniquely a part of Scottish 

Gymnastics. This was not a process the Board has 

undertaken lightly but armed with the remit granted 

by the membership at the previous AGM, significant 

progress has been made by the Chair and CEO in 

their discussions with British Gymnastics which the 

Chair has covered in his report.
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Staffing Structural 
Changes
At the heart of the strategic plan are the 

clubs who make up Scottish Gymnastics and 

the question of how can we best support the 

volunteers that make up these bodies? Previously, 

clubs have been supported by development 

managers tasked with a wide, generic knowledge 

of sports development. The Board felt this meant 

we could reach out to a large number of clubs 

but couldn’t provide the quality, specialist support 

that was often required, resulting in a low impact. 

As such, in 2014/15 Scottish Gymnastics began 

a significant programme of change which first 

brought in new heads of departments to support 

the CEO and more recently started to employ 

experts in key areas clubs require support. During 

2015/16 the Board believes that clubs will start to 

benefit from this and over the coming years the 

success of this quality over quantity approach 

will be evidenced by the growing strength of our 

clubs in their communities and as businesses.

Performance Management 
Process
A crucial part of any business is measuring 

success. The new strategic plan provides the 

headline outcomes but these can only be achieved 

if everyone contributes and plays their part. 

As such, the Remunerations and Nominations 

(RemNom) Panel have been working with the 

Chair and CEO to put in place a performance 

management process that sees the Chair, CEO 

and each staff member identify and work towards 

annual targets that are tied into achieving the 

strategic plan. This process not only ensures that 

each staff member is aware of and contributing 

towards the strategic plan but it also enables 

performance to be recognised and rewarded, 

creating a more positive working environment.

Conduct in Sport Panel
Safegaurding is crucial in any sport but none 

more so than gymnastics where coaching 

relies so heavily on physical contact. It is 

therefore imperative that Scottish Gymnastics 

has a robust system in place to deal with any 

issues in a quick, efficient, professional and 

informed manner when they occur. Thanks to 

the hard work of our Ethics Welfare & Conduct 

Manager combined with the positive working 

relationship built up with Harper Macleod and 

local authority colleagues, Scottish Gymnastics 

is leading the way in Scottish sport by setting 

up an independent conduct in sport panel 

made up of experts in fields such as the law, 

social services and child protection. This panel 

of volunteers will maintain and enhance the 

strong image that has been built up by Scottish 

Gymnastics as a governing body that tackles 

these issues directly and puts the safety and 

welfare of its gymnasts first. This service will 

give peace of mind and confidence to parents 

and gymnasts alike that we treat these matters 

very seriously and deal with them quickly but 

professionally.

Commonwealth Games
It would be impossible to review 2014/15 without 

referencing the Commonwealth Games in 

Glasgow. Scotland’s success has been covered 

in far greater detail in other areas of this report 

but the Board would like to congratulate all the 

gymnasts on their personal achievements and 

thank all the volunteers from our clubs across 

the country who came out in force to support 

the event as Clydesiders. The success of Team 

Scotland and the global appreciation of the 

games is something we should all take pride in 

as every one of our members helped contribute 

in some way to our success and the Board 

thanks you all for making it possible.

Scottish Gymnastics Board Of Directors
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Business Review 
2014/15 was a year of financial consolidation ending with a small surplus 

of £16,818 after depreciation of £20,852. Balance Sheet net Current 

assets have seen a 58% increase to £79,918 in financial year 2014/15. 

And we will be looking to continue this growth over the coming years in 

an effort to increase our Balance Sheet Capital and reserves.  

To enable SG to achieve the above objective we will have to increase the percentage of income 

generated by unrestricted revenue streams such as education and merchandising whilst monitoring and 

controlling overheads. To do this we will be regularly reviewing, costing and tendering out all services SG 

employs. This will start with looking at banking services used with the hope of decreasing bank charges 

paid whilst receiving a better service and better banking products offered. 

Affiliations 20% £374,438

Grants /Sponsorship 45% £846,196

Commercial 35% £647,831

Total £1,868,465

Gymnastics Activity 40% £738,556

Staff 35% £647,540

overheads/other 25% £465,785

Total £1,851,881

Where our 
funding 

comes from

What we 
spend it on 
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2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14* 2014/15

Clubs £10,205 £10,595 £10,465 £10,465 £13,985

Competitive 
Gymnasts

£46,852 £49,232 £56,236 £60,622 £74,485

Recreational 
Gymnasts

£135,274 £153,150 £186,130 £191,454 £207,607

Coaches/Judges £20,865 £22,021 £22,179 £23,017 £45,226

Schools £5,225 £5,100 £4,750 £4,750 £4,554

other £32,335 £26,147 £24,605 £16,569 £20,203

total £250,756 £266,245 £304,365 £306,877 £366,059

Income from membership

* 2013/14 was a 9 month reporting period
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2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14* 2014/15

Affiliation Fees £250,756 £266,245 £304,365 £244,294 £374,438

Grant Aid £834,375 £790,900 £529,743 £496,833 £829,097

Competition and 
training

£131,100 £170,609 £223,678 £178,401 £253,102

education/
Courses

£291,344 £356,789 £311,106 £234,635 £280,258

Gymfest £60,542 £59,466 £72,398 £16,086 £74,423

other Income £13,325 £20,040 £15,980 £14,676 £57,147

total £1,581,442 £1,664,049 £1,457,270 £1,184,925 £1,868,465

Detailed income profile

* 2013/14 was a 9 month reporting period
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Detailed expenditure Profile

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14* 2014/15

Competition & training £224,578 £335,655 £404,204 £250,495 £486,689

Gymfest £40,977 £42,958 £50,666 £5,778 £39,251

education/Courses £227,222 £245,524 £212,168 £169,174 £212,617

Insurance £57,907 £62,183 £67,891 £56,567 £66,890

establishment Costs £119,893 £129,075 £111,831 £62,131 £61,827

Staff Costs & Admin expenses £658,141 £696,720 £604,064 £482,026 £764,003

legal & Professional Fees £15,989 £56,580 £71,292 £46,611 £105,039

Affiliations £33,896 £36,591 £36,929 £26,875 £36,221

other Costs £6,339 £5,725 £4,218 £4,9451 £79,345

total £1,384,942 £1,611,011 £1,563,263 £1,149,108 £1,851,881

* 2013/14 was a 9 month reporting period
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Directors’ report
the directors present their report and financial 

statements for the year ended 31 March 2015.

The company is limited by guarantee. Every member of the Association 

undertakes to contribute a maximum of £1 in the event of it being wound up.

Directors
The following directors have held office since 1 April 2014:

S Harper 

K Stewart 

KJ Pringle 

Mrs RA Tolometti 

PM Langstaff 

O Barsby 

Mrs P Swan 

B Samson – resigned 31/8/2014 

E Lowe – appointed 01/09/2014

This report has been prepared in accordance with the special provisions 

relating to small companies within Part 15 of the Companies Act 2006.

On behalf of the board

Mrs RA Tolometti, Director 

31 July 2015

Company information
Company Registration No. SC177815 (Scotland)

Secretary 

E Lowe

Company number 

SC177815

Registered office 

Caledonia House, 1 Redheughs Rigg, South Gyle, Edinburgh EH12 9DQ

Accountants 

Henderson Loggie, Chartered Accountants, 34 Melville Street, Edinburgh EH3 7HA
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Accountants’ report to the board of directors on 
the preparation of the unaudited statutory financial 
statements of the Scottish Gymnastics Association
for the year ended 31 March 2015

In order to assist you to fulfil your duties under the Companies Act 2006, we have prepared 

for your approval the financial statements of The Scottish Gymnastics Association for the year 

ended 31 March 2015 set out on pages 51 to 56 from the company’s accounting records and 

from information and explanations you have given us.

As a practising member firm of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, we are 

subject to its ethical and other professional requirements which are detailed at  

http://www.icas.org.uk/accountspreparationguidance.

This report is made solely to the Board of Directors of The Scottish Gymnastics Association, 

as a body, in accordance with the terms of our engagement letter dated 18 May 2015. Our 

work has been undertaken solely to prepare for your approval the financial statements of 

The Scottish Gymnastics Association and state those matters that we have agreed to state 

to the Board of Directors of The Scottish Gymnastics Association, as a body, in this report in 

accordance with The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland as detailed at  

http://www.icas.org.uk/accountspreparationguidance. To the fullest extent permitted by law, 

we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than The Scottish Gymnastics 

Association and its Board of Directors as a body, for our work or for this report.

It is your duty to ensure that The Scottish Gymnastics Association has kept adequate 

accounting records and to prepare statutory financial statements that give a true and fair view 

of the assets, liabilities, financial position and profit of The Scottish Gymnastics Association. 

You consider that The Scottish Gymnastics Association is exempt from the statutory audit 

requirement for the year.

We have not been instructed to carry out an audit or a review of the financial statements of 

The Scottish Gymnastics Association. For this reason, we have not verified the accuracy or 

completeness of the accounting records or information and explanations you have given to us 

and we do not, therefore, express any opinion on the statutory financial statements.

Henderson Loggie, Accountants, 34 Melville Street, Edinburgh EH3 7HA

31 July 2015
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Income and expenditure account
for the year ended 31 March 2015

Notes Year to 31 March 2015 9 months to 31 March 2014

income £1,868,465 £ 1,184,925

Expenditure – Direct costs £(848,740) £(527,818)

Expenditure – Overheads £(1,003,141) £(644,820)

Expenditure £(1,851,881) £(1,172,638)

Operating surplus £16,584 £12,287

Interest receivable and similar income 3 £293 £1,097

£16,877 £13,384

Tax on surplus on ordinary activities 4 £(59) £(219)

Surplus for the period 9 £16,818 £13,165

Balance sheet as at 31 March 2015
Notes 2015 2015 2014 2014

Fixed assets

Tangible assets 5 £82,784 £95,221

Investments 6 £1 £1

£82,785 £95,222

Current assets

Stocks £5,869 £12,860

Debtors 7 £203,216 £272,575

Cash at bank and in hand £345,863 £276,315

£554,948 £561,750

Creditors: 

Amounts falling due within one year 8 £(475,030) £(511,087)

Net current assets £79,918 £50,663

Total assets less current liabilities £162,703 £145,885

Capital and reserves

Income and expenditure account 9 £162,703 £145,885

For the financial year ended 31 March 2015 the company was entitled to exemption from audit under 
section 477 of the Companies Act 2006 relating to small companies.

Directors’ responsibilities:

•	 The	members	have	not	required	the	company	to	obtain	an	audit	of	its	financial	statements	for	the	
year in question in accordance with section 476;

•	 The	directors	acknowledge	their	responsibilities	for	complying	with	the	requirements	of	the	Act	with	
respect to accounting records and the preparation of financial statements.

These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the provisions applicable to 
companies subject to the small companies’ regime and the Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller 
Entities (effective April 2008).

Approved by the Board for issue on 31 July 2015
Mrs RA Tolometti, Director
Company Registration No. SC177815
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notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 31 March 2015

1 Accounting policies

1.1 Accounting convention

  The financial statements are prepared under the historical cost convention and in accordance 

with the Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller Entities (effective April 2008).

1.2 income

  Income consists of affiliation fees, grant income and sales of goods and services, net of value 

added tax, all of which are accounted for on an accruals basis.

1.3 Pension costs and other post-retirement benefits

  The company operates a defined contribution pension scheme. Contributions payable to the 

company’s pension scheme are charged to the income and expenditure account in the period 

to which they relate.

1.4 Tangible fixed assets and depreciation

  Tangible fixed assets are stated at cost less depreciation. Depreciation is provided at rates 

calculated to write off the cost less estimated residual value of each asset over its expected 

useful life, as follows:

 Sports equipment 15% reducing balance 

 Fixtures and fittings 20% reducing balance 

 Computer equipment 33% reducing balance

1.5 Government grants

  Government grants received towards expenditure on a fixed asset are included in deferred 

income and recognised in the income and expenditure account to match the depreciation on 

the relevant asset.

1.6 investments

 Fixed asset investments are stated at cost less provision for diminution in value.

1.7 Stock

  Stock is valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value after making due allowance for 

obsolete and slow moving items.
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2 operating surplus

Year to 31 March 2015 9 months to 31 March 2014

Operating surplus is stated after charging

Depreciation on tangible assets £20,853 £19,883

Loss on disposal of fixed assets - £3,647

Pension costs £2,011 £1,618

3 Interest receivable and similar income

Year to 31 March 2015 9 months to 31 March 2014

Bank interest £293 £1,097

4 taxation

 Analysis of tax charge 

 The tax charge on the surplus on ordinary activities for the year was as follows:

Year to 31 March 2015 9 months to 31 March 2014

Current tax

UK corporation tax £59 £219

Tax on surplus on ordinary activities £59 £219

5 tangible fixed assets

Sports equipment Fixtures and fittings Computer equipment Total

Cost 

At 1 April 2014 £79,225 £35,434 £69,530 £184,189

Additions £182 £1,839 £6,395 £8,416

Disposals - - £(25,847) £(25,847)

At 31 March 2015 £79,407 £37,273 £50,078 £166,758

Depreciation

At 1 April 2014 £41,016 £8,374 £39,578 £88,968

Charge for the year £5,448 £5,231 £10,174 £20,853

On disposals - - £(25,847) £(25,847)

At 31 March 2015 £46,464 £13,605 £23,905 £83,974

Net book value

At 31 March 2015 £32,943 £23,668 £26,173 £82,784

At 31 March 2014 £38,209 £27,060 £29,952 £95,221
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6 Fixed asset investments

Shares in group Undertakings

Cost

At 1 April 2014 and 31 March 2015 £1

Net book value

At 31 March 2015 £1

At 31 March 2014 £1

 The company’s investment at the balance sheet date in the share capital of 

companies include the following:

 Gymnastics Scotland Ltd  Nature of business: Dormant

% Holding 30 June 2015 30 June 2014

Class of shares:

Ordinary 100%

Aggregate capital and reserves £1 £1

7 Debtors

2015 2014

Trade debtors £95,397 £85,620

Other debtors £1,159 £41,328

Prepayments and accrued income £106,660 £145,627

£203,216 £272,575

 Trade debtors of £Nil (2014: £541) are due in more than one year.

8 Creditors:  amounts falling due within one year

2015 2014

Trade creditors £102,237 £147,719

Taxes and social security £2,515 £6,728

Accruals and deferred income £328,278 £356,640

Sports Scotland £42,000 -

£475,030 £511,087
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9 Statement of movements on reserves

Income and Expenditure account

Balance at 1 April 2014 £145,885

Surplus for the year £16,818

Balance at 31 March 2015 £162,703

10 Financial commitments

 At 31 March 2015 the company was committed to making the following payments under  

non-cancellable operating leases:

2015 2014

Operating leases which expire:

Between two and five years £49,307 £36,554

In more than five years - £2,660

£49,307 £39,214

11 Control

 The directors are of the opinion that there is no ultimate controlling party.

12 Related party relationships and transactions

 S Harper received fees of £10,000 funded by (period to 31 March 2014: £4,166) in respect of 

his position as Chair of the Board of Directors. This was funded through the Sport Scotland 

“Strong Partners” grant and not through general membership funds.

 No other payments are made to directors other than the reimbursement of expenses. 
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Detailed income and expenditure account
for the year ended 31 March 2015

Year to 31 March 2015 9 months to 31 March 2014

income

Product sales £837,242

Sales income £112,902

Grant funding £844,252

Other income £74,069

£1,868,465 £1,184,925

Direct costs

Purchases £156,331

Tutor fees and contractors £285,868

Contributions to external parties £28,488

Marketing, advertising and PR £15,714

Courses, venues and miscellaneous £362,339

£(848,740) £(527,818)

Overheads

Salaries £647,540

Premises costs £41,363

Traveling and entertainment £71,541

Printing and stationery £20,389

Telephone and IT costs £27,615

Professional fees £68,102

Equipment hire and rental £16,408

Maintenance £3,035

Bank charges £5,587

Depreciation £20,854

Bad debt write off £19,828

General expenses £60,879

£(1,003,141) £(644,820)

£16,584 £12,287

interest receivable and similar income

Bank interest received £293 £1,097

Surplus for the period before taxation £16,877 £13,384
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Design 

The Write People for Design Ltd

Photography 

PSB Photography

Jeff Holmes Photography

Tom Ross Photography

Linda Gore Photography
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